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Appendix A: Atomic units

atomic unit symbol value SI unit

length Bohr radius a0 5.29 ·10−11 m
velocity αc 2.19 ·106 m/s
time a0/αc 2.42 ·10−17 s
charge e 1.60 ·10−19 C
mass me 9.11 ·10−31 kg
energy E = m(αc)2 4.36 ·10−18 J
angular momentum ~ 1.05 ·10−34 Js

Relation between atomic units (a.u.) and SI units. The atomic unit of energy
is equal to the potential energy of a 1s electron in the hydrogen atom, i.e. 1
a.u.=27.2 eV. In atomic physics, equations are written with the conventions
~ = 1, e = 1 and me = 1.

The relation between the ion velocity vi in a.u. and the non-relativistic
kinetic energy Ekin in keV of the ion with mass Mi in amu is given by

vi = 0.2

√
Ekin
Mi

.

(1 eV=1.60 · 10−19 J and 1 amu=1.66 · 10−27 kg)
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Appendix B: Potential
energies

The potential energies are taken from the database of the Forschungszentrum
Dresden Rossendorf, available at http://www.dreebit.com/en/highly charged ions/data/
The ground electronic configuration of a Xenon atom is Xe(1s22s22p63s23p63d104s24p64d105s25p6).
The table gives the electronic configuration of the least bound subshell.

Ion Electron Potential Ion Electron Potential
configuration energy (eV) configuration energy (eV)

Xe1+ ...5p5 11 Xe16+ ...4d2 2592
Xe2+ ...5p4 31 Xe17+ ...4d1 2996
Xe3+ ...5p3 61 Xe18+ ...4p6 3430
Xe4+ ...5p2 103 Xe19+ ...4p5 3980
Xe5+ ...5p1 157 Xe20+ ...4p4 4561
Xe6+ ...5s2 223 Xe21+ ...4p3 5177
Xe7+ ...5s1 313 Xe22+ ...4p2 5827
Xe8+ ...4d10 417 Xe23+ ...4p1 6527
Xe9+ ...4d9 595 Xe24+ ...4s2 7263
Xe10+ ...4d8 797 Xe25+ ...4s1 8081
Xe11+ ...4d7 1025 Xe26+ ...3d10 8937
Xe12+ ...4d6 1280 Xe27+ ...3d9 10431
Xe13+ ...4d5 1561 Xe28+ ...3d8 12000
Xe14+ ...4d4 1875 Xe29+ ...3d7 13655
Xe15+ ...4d3 2219 Xe30+ ...3d6 15397
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114 Appendix B: Potential energies

The ground electronic configuration of Ar is Ar(1s22s22p63s23p6). The table
gives the electronic configuration of the least bound subshell.

Ion Electron Potential Ion Electron Potential
configuration energy (eV) configuration energy (eV)

Ar1+ ...3p5 15 Ar10+ ...2p4 1466
Ar2+ ...3p4 41 Ar11+ ...2p3 2004
Ar3+ ...3p3 80 Ar12+ ...2p2 2623
Ar4+ ...3p2 138 Ar13+ ...2p1 3309
Ar5+ ...3p1 212 Ar14+ ...2s2 4065
Ar6+ ...3s2 302 Ar15+ ...2s1 4915
Ar7+ ...3s1 424 Ar16+ ...1s2 5833
Ar8+ ...2p6 567 Ar17+ ...1s1 9952
Ar9+ ...2p5 988 Ar18+ - 14378


